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This monograph examines the light infantry battalion task
force in an effort to determine whether it is capable, as currently
.
configured, of conducting effective reconnaissance and surveillance
...
operations.
The monograph first explores the theoretical aspects of
reconnaissance and surveillance (R&S). The writings of Sun Tzu,
Frederick the Great, Jomini, Clausewitz, and Guderian are reviewed
to distill some fundamental truths about R&S. Next, two historical
perspectives are offered. Operations of the l73d Airborne Brigade
(Separate) in Vietnam and the 82d in Grenada are studied to assess
how they conducted reconnaissance and surveillance operations.
With this background, the paper then examines the performance
of today's light infantry battalion R&S system. This portion of
the paper is drawn in large measure from analysis of Joint
Readiness Training Center take home packages. The study concludes
that if the light task force commander doctrinally employs all of
his assets, he has the ability to effectively recon and surveil
the battlefield.
However, today gaps exi.st between the R&S
coverage task force commanders can have, and what they routinely
get.
This delta is most frequently the result of: poor IPB,
ineffective use of PIRs, flawed surveillance plans, and inaccurate
or untimely reporting.
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I have spent all my life trying to guess what lay on
the other side of the hill.
The Duke of we1 lington'
Nearly 200 years have passed since the Duke of Wellington
pondered what lay over the next hill, yet his timeless question
remains applicable for today's light infantry task force. To
preclude surprise and effectively focus his canbat power, the
conwander m t know the enemy's disposition, composition, and
likely course of action. When effectively resourced and
conducted, reconnaissance and surveillance can answer these
questions for the comander. Is today's light battalion task
force capable of conducting effective reconnaissance and
surveillance operations?
Before exploring the answer to this question, we m t frame
the problem by identifying: the light battalion capabilities, sane
key definitions, the criteria for analysis, the significance of
the issue, and the methodology for evaluating the data. Amed
with this foundation, we will examine two historical case studies
and then the current light infantry battalion.
The Amy's light infantry divisions were developed to "be
able to fight---anytime,anywhere, and against any opponent."'
However, the capability of the division's nine infantry battalions
is optimized against light enemy forces or aga.inst heavy forces

operating in close terrain. The light infantry battalions,
organized into three rifle ccmpanies and a headquarters company,
are ccanprised primarily of "foot mobile fighters with lightweight
weapons system.r.3
The battalion is capable of conducting the full range of
infantry missions, in all types of terrain and climatic
conditions, against enemy light forces or against enemy
heavy forces in close terrain...

...

Two critical capabilities required to successfully execute
most of these infantry missions are reconnaissance and
surveillance operations. Reconnaissance is an active mission
undertaken to obtain infomtion about the enemy, weather and
terrain.5 It is n o m l l y "directed toward one or more specific
targets without a requirement for continuous c~verage."~
Conversely, surveillance missions are passive in nature and
provide systematic area coverage £ran a static, concealed
position.7
To determine whether the light battalion task force can
effectively conduct reconnaissance and surveillance operations, I
will specifically define my criteria for "effect reconnaissance
and surveillance". Throughout this paper, effective
reconnaissance and surveillance will require five cconponents: 1.
thorough intelligence preparation of the battlefield (IPB), 2.
appropriate priority intelligence requirement (PIR) selection, 3.
effective reconnaissance and surveillance planning, 4. efficient
asset employment, and 5. efficient processing and dissemination of
collected infomtion.
appendix A.

A

(These criteria are explained fully at

brief review of this appendix will enhance your
2

understanding of the analytical criteria applied to structure
the remainder of the paper.)
Why are reconnaissance and surveillance important?
Clausewitz describes the battlefield as a complex environment
shaped by chance, fog, and friction.? In spite of these factors,
the c m d e r still must m k e rapid decisions. Fn effective
reconnaissance and surveillance effort will reduce the fog,
mitigate friction, and decrease the percentage that chance plays
in an operation.
Expressed more succinctly, "knowledge is power on the
battlefield

. . . because leaders can only influence the battle when

they have timely accurate infomation."

The respected Rand

report on reconnaissance notes that it should be viewed as a
combat multiplier. And that "experienced battalion com~nders
have claimed that good reconnaissance is worth two extra company
te-

to the task force."13 This report also develops an

irrefutable, empirical link showing a strong correlation between
good reconnaissance and successful battle outcome.
Although reconnaissance and surveillance are essential for
all units, they are most critical for light units because of their
limited mobility and fire power. As General Wickham states,
"Light Infantry will be able to seek out and destroy the enmy
using initiative, stealth and surprise. Attacks by infiltration,
air assault, ambush, and raid will be the norm.I,!! These types of
employment, mandate timely accurate intelligence, the bulk of
which is n o m l l y generated by aggressive recoi~naissanceand

surveillance.
Similarly, the light infantry's limited mobility creates a
greatly reduced reaction time, which in turn requires more precise
reconnaissance and surveillance to generate operational
flexibility. Thus, where a heavy task force has a 15 kilometer
area of interest forward of the EWT, the light task force has a
50 kilaneter area of interest, to afford it additional reaction
!?

time.

While the criticality of effective reconnaissance and
surveillance operations to the light infantry task force is clear,
c m t s from the JRTC reveal that they tend to be areas fraught
with habitual shortcomings. Therefore, we will investigate the
subject to determine if the light battalion task force is capable
of conducting effective reconnaissance and surveillance
operations. We will begin with a review of some classic
theoreticians' thoughts on the subject, which will in large
measure validate our doctrinally derived criteria. Next we will
use five criteria: thorough IPB, appropriate PIR selection,
effective R&S planning, efficient asset employment, and efficient
processing and dissemination of collected infomtion to analyze
reconnaissance and surveillance operations of the 173d Airborne
Brigade (Separate) in Vietnam and the 82d Airborne Division in
Grenada. Finally, we will use our criteria to examine current
reconnaissance and surveillance operations of the light battalion
task force. This last analysis will be developed from JRTC
derived data. It will lead us (a.) to conclusions about currefit

reconnaissance and surveillance, and (b.) to implications for the
future.
THEORFPICAL INSIGHTS ON REXXMiA.lAS-3NCE ANDSURVEILLANCE

Know the eneny, know ourself; your victory will
never be endangered. Know the ground, know the weather,
your victory will then be total.

The fundamental importance of sound reconnaissance and
surveillance is not new to the art of war. Carmanders have always
sought infomtion on the enemy, weather and the terrain.

of

the first warriors to write about this was Sun Tzu.
Although Sun Tzu did not refer to it as IPB, he appears to
have been a master of analysis and integration of data on the
enmy, weather a ~ dterrain. He begins The Art of War discvssing
five fundamental factors which must be studied prior to embarking
on war. Notably, these include analysis of the weather and the
terrain. In all, Sun Tzu devotes about twenty percent of his book
to two chapters clescribing the effects of terrain on military
operations a ~ dclassifying ground into nine varieties. To
maximize the m y advantages offered by the terrain, the c o m d e r
is urged to "thoroughly acquaint himself beforehand with the maps"
and to store all these facts "in his mind" . . ..:

Additionally, his

interest in identifying "critical points on strategic roads" can
be equated to the selection of named areas of interest (NAIs) in
current IPB doctrine.
Sun Tzu also describes a very analytical process by which
data developed on the enemy, weather, and terrain are quantified

and studied.

...calculations are m d e respecting the degree of
difficulty of the enemy's land; the directness and
.deviousness of its roads; the number of his troops; the
quantity of his war equipment and the state of his mrale.
Calcu1ation;i are made to see if the enemy can be
attacked.. .:'
This methodical analysis appears to parallel our current IPB.
Like Sun Tzu, Janini stresses the importance of
understanding the terrain, one is to fight on as well as knowing
one's enemy. He suggests that a com~ndershould have "the most
thorough knowledge possible of the elements of power and of the
military resources of the enemy" ar~dof the "topographical and
strategic description of the theater of war.tl!E

Ideally, Jomini

believes that the com~nderwill accurately evaluate all of this
available data and correctly determine the "decisive and objective
points", based on his under~t~ding
of the enemy forces and the
terrain.!7
Jomini's clear appreciation of reconnaissance derived
information is evidenced by recomnding that the best way to form
good sound tactical plans is "to order mvements only after

."

obtaining perfect in£ormation of the enemy's proceedings."I"

Jcnnini does not address the mechanics of how to collect this
"perfect information", but he does adnit that the pursuit of it is
more of a theoretical objective than an anticipated reality;

..."it is a thing of
impossibility ...,r:9

the utmost difficulty, not to say

Knowledge of the battlefield was also foundational to
Frederick the Great. He implored his officers to exarrine and re6

examine frequently "the most detailed and exact maps of the
country that can be found.""

To round out this terrain analysis

effort, he encouraged examination [reconnaissance] of "the foot
paths, the depths of the woods, their nature, the depth of the

"'

rivers [and] the marshes that can be crossed . . .

"He believed

that the c m n d e r who does r,ot know the country will lo nothing
but make gross mistakes ....2
Our present day IPB process clearly differs in specific
techniques from these classic theoreticiars. Nonetheless, the
essence of IPB'S objective, to provide the commder with accurate
information on t'fie enemy and the terrain by way of a thorough
disciplined thought process, is unmistakably reflected in their
writings.
However, not reflected in their works are references to our
second and third criteria - appropriate selection of priority
intelligence requirments and effective reconnaissance and
surveillance planning. History suggests that successful military
c m d e r s included some form of both processes in cnploying their
reconnaissance and surveillance assets. Current doctrine
validates these criteria. (See appendix

A)

Theoreticians do, however, c m e n t on tho efficient
employment of reconnaissance assets, our fourth criteria. Sun Tzu
recmends orientating on a reconnaissance objective using local
guides...to "obtain the advantages of the ground" such as
11

".

critical points on his [the enemy's] strategic: roads."-' He

further recmu~.6sprobing the enmy to "!earn

where his strength

is abundant and where deficient .'24 and employing secret agents and
scouts to "listen" and "see clearly"2S Finally, he cautions that
the reconnaissance effort must be conducted with stealth by
relying on concealment .-'
1-

Like Sun Tzu, Clausewitz realized the reconnaissance value
provided by advanced guards and outposts "to detect and
reconnoiter the enemy approach before the [the enemy] comes into
view.d7 He stated that the advanced guard's objective is to "make
the enemy disclose his dispositions and intentions prematurely,
thereby "substantially increasing observations""
Although Clausewitz ack~owledgesthe importance of these
reconnaissance and surveillance efforts, throughout W&r,

he

remains highly suspicious of the information they produce. Noting
that the "reports are always a little out of date," timeliness
remains one of his major points of concern.29
As did Clausewitz, Frederick directed the use of

reconnaissance to provide information on the enemy. When
encamped, employ "eight or ten patrols ...on all sides around the
camp so that we m y be warned of what is

happening.^^

Likewise,

when attacking "reconnoiter thoroughly the roads by which it [the
objective] can be reached . . .have guides conduct the column.$3;
Unlike the preceding theoreticians, Guderian's writings, on
reconnaissance in The InfXtry Journal, focused primarily on
fundamental tactical principles for the effective employment of
reconnaissance and surveillance assets. Iie believed that
reconnaissance requires "highly mbile, flexible and easily

handled units that possess a wide radics of action and good m a s
",

of comnunication."" For a reconnaissance unit to demonstrate such
attributes he felt it imperative for the unit to train in its war
time confiquration and for them to develop and maintain "expert
rap reading" ski11s

.!'

When employed, General Guderian stressed that a
recomaissance unit generally avoids contact a ~ duses conceahent
ir: order to mximize its >rimary mission of observation and
reporting. However, if observed and engaged by enemy
reconnaissance forces, it should be "capable of defeating any
similar opponent."" Last1y, he clear1y recognized that for a
reconnaissance mission to be of utility, the cmmander must
receive infomtion in sufficient time to take action on it.35
Even when information is timely, it does not become
intelligence mtil it is processed. Only one of our
theoreticians, Clauewitz, comnents on our last criteria,
efficie~tlyprocessing and disseminating collected infomtion.
He notes that. "mny intelligence reports in war are contradictory;
even r.ore are false and most are uncertain.""
which serves to "mltiply lies ad

C d a t creates fear

inaccuracies" further

corrplicating t5e uncertainties inherent in reconnaissaxe
2:

collected data." Clausewitz stressed the challenges of accurate
analysis when he said, 11Bonaparte was quite right wher. he said
that Newton himself would quail before the algebraic problem it

."

could pose."X To avoid dissminating or acting on unsubstantiated
Infonmtion is this envirornezt of uncertainty, he cautions the

comander to "be guided by the laws of probability" and to "trust

''

his judgment".

This examination of five respected theorists' writings on
reconnaissance and surveillance, highlights several fundamental
truths. First, know1edg;e of the terrain and enemy dispositions
r m i n s the cornerstone of military operations. Second,
c m n d e r s m t make effective use of scouts and patrols to
stealthfully collect critical infomtion on the enemy. And last,
accurate processing of information collected by recow-aissanceand
surveillance assets is difficult because of fog of battle and the
timeliness of reports.
The theoretical concepts discussed in this chapter will be
further substantiated as we examine two recent historical examples
of U.S. infantry conducting reconnaissance and surveillance
operations. We will then be able to see that theory, history, and
doctrine combine to validate the criteria we will to assess the
reconnaissance and surveillance capability of today's light
infantry battalion.
173d AIRBORNE EiRICJUIE OPERATICNS IN VI-

'65-'68

The 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate) deployed in May 1965
and was the first mjor ground combat unit comnitted to Vietnam.
During the first two years of the war, the brigade was involved in
numerous offensive actions, most notable were the battles of Dak
To and Jmction City. The brigade most frequently deployed to
conduct search a d destroy operations or search, seize, and clear
operations. Vietnam ~rovidednew ar.d difficult challefiges for the

173d, particularly in the realm of military i~telligence. S. L.
A.

Marshdl effectively synopsized the toughest of these--finding

the enemy. "It is like hunting for a needle in a hay stack ...cne
must have all of his sense and all of his people directed toward
systemizing the search so that it will pay off."
To find his "needles", the battalion S-2s analyzed the
enemy, weather and terrain, although in a less systmatic fashion
than today's T?E.

Terrain analysis products were provided by t5e

brigade 5-2. For example, one such brigade terrain analysis
product included trail overlays classifying the trails as
"restricted" and "unrestricted". A seco~doverly desimated
I,

crossing sites over the Wloa River." Weather data comprised
historical statistics which included average rain days, ceiling
height, ground fog trends, and wind data. However, only limited
analysis was provided discussing the operational impact of the
L2

weather on friendly or enmy operations.

Aerial photography was

available on some operations. For example, in sspport of
Operation Cedar Falls, the brigade alone received 76 aerial
reconnaissacce missions.L:

Si~ilarly,the battalions frequently

conducted operations using special maps that consisted of a grld
syst- and recent known or suspected enemy activity sdperimposed
onto a photo mosaic reproduction. In s m e instances, M?'s and
engineers were employed to confinn the trafficability of planned
2eployment routes. More routinely, battalion cmmc!ers

would

personally conduct a helicopter reconnaissance prior to the
operation in order to fill voids in the terrain acalysis.

Frequently battalions were comnitted into a sector with
little more than suspected, general enemy locatims. This general
information was developed routinely at division and higher levels
by an analysis procedure known as pattern analysis. This
precursor to IPB included the meticulous recording, plotting, and
analysis of unusual indicators or recurring trends. The data
analyzed included reports from aerial observations, sensors,
patrols, and SIGIhT assets: and activities such as changes river
traffic, discovery of caches, increased enemy ambush activity and
increased AA fires.'

A former 173d Brigade Plans Officer

indicated that the greatest single source of this general
intelligence was intercept from Xadio Research Units (RQU)
attached to the brigade.L'; RRU was a shallow cover name for A m y
Security Agency forces operating Southeast Asia.
This pattern analysis technique was also used by some
battalions to develop daily operations." One of the most
difficult aspects of using pattern analysis was the accurate
estimtion of enemy order of battle. Because of the nature of the
low intensity battlefield, caution had to be exercised to precluse
multiple counts of the same enemy eImts,

thereby overestimating

the eneny strength.L!
Because of the limited mount of specific intelligence
information available prior to the initiation of most operations,
the 173d soldiers were sensitive to the nee6 to report all
information on enemy or suspected enemy activities. However,
S-2s rarely identified priority intelligence require~entsto foe's

the effort.

S.

L. A. .Warshall noted this shortcoming particularly

in patrolling operations. He stated that there was a "vagueness
on the part of m y superiors in stating a patrol mission."
Orders suc:? as "check out an area" or 11 ru? a patrol" should be
replaced with a clearly specific, purpose for that patrol.'
Similarly, the formal reconnaissance and surveillance p l a
is a technique which was not il~edby the S-2s. The battalio?.'s
rudimntary collection plan was in most cases driven by the 5 - 3 .
He no~maliytrac!ted cornpmy locations and planned patrols on his
situation map, thereby providing a rjraphic portrayal of the units
surveilla~cecoverage.?3
Even though they lacked formal co!lection plans, the
battailox norrrally zrientec! thelr recomaissance force forward.
The scout platoons, called RFCOhW by some battalions were
ewloyez, at tines, in a traditional fashion such as leading a
battalion movemefit to contact, or recomoitering a battalion
objecti~~e
prior to attack. :-:owever, more often than not, they
C?

were reinforced a?S ezployed as a foilrth mneuver element."

Thus,

ix close terrain when cozducting offeosive battalion operations
such as a xovment to cootact or a sexch .and Sestroy operatior.,
the battalion's recz~naissarcewas provided essentially by a
c d i n e d company effort. The level of decentralization of this
recomaissaxe effort varied based on the anticipated enemy
threat, ranging frcrn fire team to cmpa?y size operations.
One asset which proved key to tkese battalion efforts to
mxirrize the 2atr-c!lir.-; ad reconnaissance capability of the

:!

individual companies and platoons was the scout dog team.'

The

allocation of teams, composed of one dog and one handler, varied
from one to three attached teams per compzzy. Nomlly, they were
employed with reconnaissance patrols or moving with a recon squad
leading a company or platoon movement.52
Other reconnaissance assets used by the battalions of the
173rd included company size stay behind patrols, river patrols by
15

n'an

pneumatic assault boats, and patrols from the South

Vietnamese Regional Porce/Popular Force (P,P/PF) units. However,
these were used much less frequently than the standard patrolling
cond~ctedby lir?e mits.
When employed defensively, primarily during night-time
breaks in operations, companies would deploy listening
posts/outposts (LP/OPS) 50 to 100 meters on their perimeter,
usually one per platoon. The LP/OPS were usually employed on the
main avenue of approach into the sector and in most cases afforded
the LP/OPS the ability to ruq back to the perimeter of the mi!?
body.13 Nisht patrols were rare and ground surveillance radars and
sensors had not yet been fielded to the 173d. I R scopes and first
generation starlight scopes were available. However, because of
their weight and the li!Tited acquisition range in jungle
environment, they were n o m l l y relegated to base c m p defense."
The cmbat infomtion collected by battalion assets
generally was transmitted rapidly up the chain to the battalio?
'EC.

it flcwed from the LP/OPs or platoon leaders to the company

c c m d e r s and on to the battalion. Although generally good,

accuracy of t h i s i n f o m a t i o n varied.

A t times, t h e confusion and.

noise of b a t t l e , which Clausewitz describes a s fog, caused t h e
reports from junior leaders t o be inaccurate o r exaggerated.
C m q m i c a t i o n links from t h e companies t o t h e b a t t a l i o n were
generally good.
re!ay

30th radio retrarsmission systems and a i r h r n e

via 3elicopter o r observatior. a i r c r a f t were w e d a t times t o

ensure ccmnunications with t h e PIiC-25 radio equipped cm.?ar.ies.
Gaining aa11r-l~ 3 i n t a i n i r . gcor.tact md retainlsc; freedcn t o
rraneuver proved t o be challenging.

The enemy was elusive ard

frequently r r d e contact a t h i s own choosing and was often able t o
break contact and disappear from t h e b a t t l e f i e l d .
Simi!arly,

..

hunted."
wa!ked

t h e r e were times when t:-.e h m t e r Secn.2 the

In one such sit:!ation,

A/2-505 1 n f a n t . r ~mowing!y

i n t o a North V i e t z a ~ e s eA m y (NVA) regiment conducting

'.--a-..~
'-:ng.

Decisive epgagenent followed.

hVA map, showing t h e reginenta!

d i s p o s i t i o n s , was discovered and

£!own out on a medivac helicopter.
c h a t intelligence revea!ed

Duri;lg t h e f i r e f i g h t a!

Eapid processing of t h a t

the extent of t h e cor.tact a?d enabled

A/2-505 :nT-&?try t o be rapidly reinforced.
The processing and dissemination of ir?te!!igence
b a t t a l i o n level was f a i r l y good.

a t the

However, c r i t i c i s m do e x i s t

t h a t i n some instances exaggerated o r inacciirate c m b a t
i n f o m ~ . t i o nwas disseminated w i t h o ~ tconfirmation.

Additionally,

because most m i t s , x c e d.ep:oyd, develop& tt:?e s p e c i f i c enexy
s i t u a t i o n , t h e volrne of t h e ir?formatim flow vas generally

-;rester going ap t h e chair. thE c d n g down.

In h i s primer cr.

Vietnam, S. L. A. Marshall noted that c c m d e r s and men who
fought there, made the following observatiors about the
intelligence flow:
1. It comes in greater volume than in any other
war.
2. Not more than 10 to 15 percent of it leads to
anything worthwhile though each lead must be
followed to hit pay dirt.
3. Where there is a payoff in nice cases out of
ten, the icfor.mtion which led to the
introduction of tactical forces into a certain
area proves to be wrong in whole or in part,
and sometbinc~qLite else, but still worth the
effort developed from the deploymnt.
4. Developnect and exploitation therefore depend
chiefly on what the tactical unit learns and does.
5. Most of the intelligence which leads to
worthwhile results in battle is collect4 by
tactical mits a£ter they have deployed.3'
In this information rich environment a battalion could be
intelligence poor ilnless it effectively exploited its organic
collection and analysis capability.
The S-2s of the 173d were clearly challenged to produce
intelligecce in Vietnam where "tinely intelligence information
concerning the eneny was a rare and highly perishable" c~mnodity.~'
Using basic terrain analysis, and in some instances ?attern
analysis, the battalions focused their reconnaissance ar.d
suxeillance effort. The battalion's primry orgaic
reconnaissance and surveillance asset proved to be infatry
patrols, at times assisted by scout dcg teams.

Although their

methodology was less structured than that of today's light
battalion, the 173d proved capable of conclucting reconnaissance
and surveillame operations to effectively develop geceral
intelligence into exploitable combat intelligence. This skill

a s s i s t e d the b a t t a l i o n s of t h e 17312 Airjorne Brigade (Separate) i n
gaining a reputation a s one of t h e most e l i t e f i g h t i n g u n i t s i n
Vietna-n.
82d AIIiBOIUiE OPERATIONS IN GREWWA, '83
A ~ o t h e re l i t e f i g h t i n g u n i t , t h e 82d Airborne Division,
t e s t e d its m e t t l e i n a s h o r t contingency operation i n October

?s p a r t of a joint task f o r c e , they were t o a s s i s t i n what

1083.
572s

t c 52

2

s z g i c a ! operation t o : 1. p r o t e c t a x i evacuate Vnited

States citizens md selected f o r e i m nationals, 2. neutralize
Grenadim a r r e d f o r c e s , 3 . s t a b i l i z e t h e country t o
a s s i s t ir. e s t a b l i s 5 i n g a democratic goverment m d , 4 . t o maintain
peace:.

:c

The G r e ~ a d ainvasion comenced on 25 October a t 0527 with

assad:
:P

Airstrip.."

5 y the 2-75 ?z?.;er-

Sattalio,n on t h e point Salinas

Following the R a g e r ' s p a r t i a l s e i z u r e of t h e

a i r s t r i p , t h e s o l d i e r s of t h e 82d began a i r l a n d i ~ gand i n
conjmction with t h e Ransers secured the r e m i n d e r of t h e
airstrip.

?or t h e next t h r e e days f i g h t i n g continued a s s o l d i e r s

of t h e 82d k i l l e d mi captxred C h m s o l d i e r s , C u b a construction
workers, a d ?e-.ples ?evolutionary A n y members, and secured
Averican medical studeots.

Ey 28 October, t h e build-up of 822

forces peaked a t s i x b a t t a l i o n s , a l l s i g n i f i c a r t r e s i s t a n c e
""

t e r n i n a t e d , and a l l key m i l i t a r y objectives were ac:ueved.:"
?he foes of v i l i t a r y operations then s h i f t e d t o one of
sta>i!ity

&id p a c i f i c a t i o n operations.

elements was very l i s h t .

Contact with eneny

Battalions conducted extensive

p a t r o l l i n g operations both i n both c i t y

jmgle settings.

Their primary objectives were to round up sporadic, remining
Grenadia!!

armed forces mmbersd!!a

to locate caches of military

equipment. Sy n-id-Novsber only one battalion of the 82d remained
deployed on Grenada. It departed on 12 Decenher leaving a multinational Caribiiean Peace-keeping Force in country ."
Although the mission was short and the ecmy was relatively
unsophisticated, the battalions of the 82d Airborne Division did
conduct recornaissance

surveillance throughout both phases of

the operation. The reconnaissance a ~ d
surveillance effort began
with IFB. Initial IPS, conducted prior to departing from Ft.
Bragg, was less detailed than it doctrinally should have been.
This most likely resulted for two reasons. First, the national
ictelligence which was needed to form the foundation for tactical
analysis was woefully inadequate. Second, the "82nd was brought
into the plaming process very late..." thereby creating sane
confusion anc! uncertainty.62 Thus, the battalion S-2s were able to
develop only a vague intelligence picture before departicg. They
estimated for exm!e,

that there were between four and twelve

BTR-60's on the island; 18 were actually present ." Additionally,
estimates of the n d e r s and composition of Cuban, Peoples
Revolutior,ary Army (PRA) and Peoples Revolutionary Militia (PTIM)
personnel were very soft. The anticipated 700-1,100 Cuban, 1,500
PRA, and 5,000 PFM personnel would turn out to be 43 Cuban
Military Advisors, 636 Cuban construction workers, and only a few
hundrec! PIiA soldiers." Knowledge about the enemy's disposition
and ictentions was even more vague than that of his ccnnposition.

Would he fight? How hard would he resist? Nc one was sure.
Analysis of the terrain prove:! to be as I i ~ t e das that of
the eserny. Photos from xational reconnaissance assets were
provided to some, if not all battalion S-2s. However, these
images of Point Salinas were of limited utility. In fact, upon
reviewing these photos, which were provided without analysis, one
cornpay cmaxder expected his initial objective area to be solid
Li

high ground. It turned out t.o be marshy." Ccrnpounding a lack of
detail about the terrain was the fmdamental problem of inadequate
maps. Because 3f their mcertaic accuracy, tourist raps reduced
the reliability of map derived IPB.
Once deployed, the S-2s began to build their data bases and
P

F:

i p r o v Maps xere updated adding terrain changes such as

newly plotted trails, villages, and LZs reported by the con?ar.ies.
Additiozally, helicopter recon missio~swere conducted to identify
and map potential 5Zs:

..

.,

To improve the accuracy of reporting and

overall utility, battaliom superilrposed their orm reference index
on these tourist maps. Oile battalion named this system,- "GRIPSr'-

- Grenada Reference Index Points. The limited number of enemy
forces and their irreg-lar nature precluded a classic Soviet
threat-type templating of units

.

However, S-2s were able to rake

excellent -use of h w m intelligence

1

)

and interrogation to

develop the enemy situation by identifyi~gspecific individuals or
facilities involved in Cuban or F'RA activities. These named areas
of irterest could then be targeted for action or for gromd
reconnaissarxe to obtain additional infomtisn. *-e such

operation involved an airmobile raid by 2-325 Infantry on a
suspected enemy training camp located in the mountai~ouscenter of
the island. IPB on the target was better than for the previous
three days of fighting but still lacked significant detail."
In addition to nard areas of interest, battalions assisted
in focusing their reco~naissanceand surveillance efforts by
designating PiRs and 1%.

Brigades dictated some, while others

were identified by the battalion ccinnanders and their staffs, not
always with S-2 involvement. Typical PIRs included: location of
American citizens; location of weapons caches; location of &?y
mrtars or artillery; and location of key enemy leaders to include
General Hudson Austin, Head of the Revolutionary Military Council
and C h i c k e m one of Austin's ~ieutenants." These generally were
updated as the operations changed.
Unlike the identification of PIRs, few battalion did fomal
reconnaissance and surveillance planning. Although the S-2s did
not develop comprehensive overlays detailing the location and
surveillance coverage of all surveillance assets, the S-3's
operatiors maps were generally useful in managing the patrolling
aspect of battalion's reconnaissance and surveillance effort. The
S-3s plotted, company zones, batta!ion

controlled patrols, and

ccmpany LP/OPs.9
In an effort to find sparse enemy elements, battalions
conducted extexive patrolling. Most were conducted by companies
in zone. Io scme iostances the scout platoons performed as
additional cornbat elements, particularly during the first day of

hostilities. However, most frequently, when the battalions
conducted saturation patrolling, the scouts received a separate
patrol sector similar to the line conpanies. Patrols varied in
size based on the likely threat. Early in the operation, units
move? as ccrnpa3ies ar? by the end of the deployment, companies
were conducting ~p to 9-12 individual patrols.' Much of the
intelligence gathered by these patrols, especially when operating
in the towns, was X M h T infomation volunteered by anti-PIiA
Grenadians. Additionally, t:?e '3attalims received pericdic inflight reports from Army hellcopters operating in their sectors
which complemented information received from patrols.
At night the reconnaissance and surveillance effort became
m c h more passive. With rare exceptior., units did not patrol
after dar!mess. Units secured themelves in cmpany perimeters
posting either LP/OPs or ambush positions. Us.~allyone, three ml
LP/OP was posted per ?latoon. Equipped with Dragoon therml
sites, these positions were wit-ed into the ccmpa?y CP. Some
battaliom auqne~tec!their organic surveillance capability with
in-flisht reports from A/C-133 Specter

G m

Ships. These aircraft

were o? station alrnost contin~allyfrom 2200 to 0600 and would
respond to requests for sspected target identification with a
detailed description of the uiidentified activity.i:
%ring

tine day, patrols oriented on reco!maissance

objectives which for the m s t part were tied c13sely to the
3attalior.'s identifled ?IXs.

information reported from these

patrols was generally good. However, the qual:.ty of spot reports,

improved as the operation progressed. At times, commnications
became difficult, especially in the rugged terrain in the center
of the island where commmication dead space existed. Radio
retransmission assets located on high ground such as Mount St.
Catherine and occasional OH-58 relays provided the means to
overcome the commmication shortfalls.
Generally, information developed by the battalion's
reconnaissance a d surveillance efforts was processed efficiently
and disseminated rapidly. For example, A/3-325 1nfant.r~captured
a chart detailing enmy air defense artillery positions on the
island. Within a matter of hours, the information reached the
Joint Task Force Conmander, resulting in imnediate cessation of
all air activity over Grenada until the validity of the
73
information could be determined.'

Reconnaissance and surveillance operations in Grenada were a
key component of battalion operations, particularly in the
stability and pacification phase. Zecause of the initially sparse
enemy and terrain data base, early IPB was limited but later
expanded as operations produced more combat inforrration.
Nonetheless, the process was not as systematic as it should have
been.

IDB, in conjunction with PIRs, did help to focus the

battalion's reconnaissance and surveillance efforts. However, in
most cases the reconnaissance and surveillance effort was not
tightly co~trolledby the 5-2. Throughout the operation, the
battalion's mainstay collection asset proved to be the infantry
patrol. A!tho~gh less formalized a d less systematic than it

rnight have been, the battalions of the 82d relied on their
recomaissance to locate their often elusive enemy.
The experiemes of the 82d Airborne Division in Grenada and
the 1732 Infatry Brigade (Separate) ir. Vietnam yield three c m o n
reconnaissance and surveillance themes. First, whether it is
called pattern analysis or IPB, a procedure to systematically
analyze the enemy, weather, and terrain is critical to the
effective errploynent of a unit's recon~aiss~ce
and surveillance
assets. Second, infantry reconqaissance >at.rols, whether frcm the
scout platoon or line ccnp&-ie~, cm. gexerate a lrassive m.our.t of
cmbat information. They rmain the most plentiful and reliable
organic light infantry battalion recon tool. Lastly, a battalion
m t generate the bulk of its own operational intelligence. The
brigade zx! the ?i,vision wi!!

generally provide broad

intelligence. Sut, to develop this broad intelligence picture
with sufficient resolution for battalion operations, intelligence
must be refined by conducting effective battalion reconnaissance
and surveillance operations.
RECONNAIS~-CE AND :NRVEILLANCE
.C...URRENT
.. .....- BAlTALION
.11

You cai: ?ever have too much reccnnaissance."
'L

George S. Patton, Jr.'
Like the battalions of the 173d Airborne Brigade (Separate)
in Vietnam and tine 822 Airborne Division in Grenada, today's light
infactry battalions rely on effective reconnaissance and
surveillame for a large portion of their intelligence. The
unforgivi?q

.mTenvironment provides

today's light infantry units

the opportnity

to test their intelligence systems. In large

measure, the challenges md shortcmings explored in the reminder
of this paper are more apparent than those in the Vietnam and
Grenada sections. This hypercritical perspective results from the
nature of the 23TC environment where, unlike combat, every facet
of a unit's p p r f o m c e is inmitored by observer/controllers and
recorded in take home ~ackages(THP).

The following section is

based primarily on such JRTC derived observations of light
infantry battalions exercising at Ft Chaffee, Arkansas.
Before analyzing how the light battalions presently conduct
reconnaissance and surveillance we wili first examine the
resources that they have available to co~ductthese missions.
Organic assets include the scout platoon and infantry company
patrols, LP/OPs. Cm.p!emnting

these collectors, are attached

combat support elements which frequently include a ground
surveillance radar (GSR) team, a remotely monitored battlefield
sensor system (REE.IsASS) team, an engineer platoon, an ADA section,
and battaiion fire support teams. Additionally, some light units
presently possess the Pointer system, an experimental short range,
Very Low Cost Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (VLC UAV).~' (See appendix B.
for Pointer system characteristics)
The scout platoon, "the eyes and ears of the battalion
c m - d e r is a !i&t

19 man force cmprised of a headquarters and

,.

three, five man squads."!' Because of its foot mobility, the
platoon's capabilities are optimized when it is glrployed on
anticipated enemy avenues of approach or on battalion objective

areas. The platoon doctrinally operates "two to eight kilometers
7:

from the battalion". Similarly, its limited firepower and lack of
crew served weapons dictate that it must obtain its information by
operating stealthfully, vice fighting for it. Nine organic WS-2
night vision sites provide night surveillance capability. It
nonally reports on the battalion camand or battalion operations
and intelligence net, via the squad PRC-77s. Range is highly
terrain dependent but varies from five to eight kilometers with
whip antenna up to 25 kilometers with a field expedient

-.

directional antenna.''
Complemnting tke scout platoon, light infantry companies
dispatch patrols or enploy LP//OPs patrols end freque~tlyconduct
reconnaissance from the line of departure to assault positions
vicinity of the objective, wbere they often link up wlth the
battalion sccuts. In the defense, LP/O?s are posted along the
m s t dangerous avenues of approach into the company sector. When
attached, the battalion's collection is enhanced further by assets
from the diy~ision'smilitary intelligence (MI) battalion. One or
two PNIPPS-15 ground surveillance radar GSR teams may be attached.
These provide line of sight detection for personnel targets to
1,500

meters and vehicular targets to 3,000 meters. To identify

specific target types, GSRs employment is optimized in conjlmctior.
with NODS.
Similarly, remtely nonitored battlefield sensor system
(RFMBASS) teams from the MI Battalion may be attached to the task
force or to the brigade. Even when attached to the brigade, they

can provide real time read out to the task force. Hand emplaced
sensors strings positioned along anticipated enemy avenues can
provide early warning with three sensor types: magnetic,
seismic/acoustic, and infrared. Detection ranges vary from 3 to

350 meters ."
Optimally employed, the REMBASS sensor strings are arrayed
with a mix of complementary sensors to provided the most precise
.A

target identification possible."" When activated, the sensors
transmit up to 15 kilometers which can be extended an additional

15 kilometers using a repeater.
Coordinating t h i s diverse and complex array of
reconnaissance and surveillance assets is the battalion S-2.

In

addition to these assets, the S-2 can coordinate with the
5-3 to task attached or direct support elements, whose primary
missions are other than intelligence, to assist in the collection
effort. These include engineer, air defense, and aviation assets.

The 5-2 can also coordinate with the fire support officer for the
battalion's three fire support team (FIST) to provide reports via
their forward observers or forward observation lacing tern. By
virtue of their training in target location and identification, as
well as their GVS-5 laser range fi~ders,FIST personnel are
especially capable of providing accurate reports. Similarly,
engineers, when available, can be incorporated into the scout
platoon or into cmpany reconnaissance patrols. Their expertise
can be particularly useful when conducting route reconnaissance to
increase the quality of reporting on obstacles and trafficability.

Short-range air defense el-ts

can provide surveillance and

early warning of enemy threat aircraft. Additionally, they cm
assist the S-2 in developing the air IPB. Las-tly,both Army and
Air Force aviation operating in the light infantry battalion's
area of interest can be queried to provide real time, in flight
reports.
Having this host of potential reconnaissance and survei!lance
collectors available to the comander does not guarantee a clear
view of the battlefield. The S-2 must approprfiately m a g e these
resources and insure that c h a t information i:: rapidly reported,
processed, and disseminated.
The cornerstone of a good reconnaissance and surveillance
effort is solid intelligence preparation of the battlefield. This
enables the light infantry battalion to focus :its finite
collection resources on the most lucrative, mticipated areas or
targets. Exphasizing the significance of IPB, a division
corrmander recently stated that "one of the m s t r

a

n tasks

for leaders included preparing a g o d intelligence preparatior. of
the battlefield.'
In spite of the criticality of IPB, problem exist in its
execution. Most terrain analysis is conducted using 1:50,000
maps. These generally provide sufficient detal.1 for the area of
interest but may not have the detail required for the area of
operations, particularly of the objective area. Compounding this
problem of insufficient m p resolution is a re!.uctm.ce or
oversight on the part of many S-2s to ernploy scouts and engineers

to recon critical areas to acquire missing key terrain
infomtion, necessary for a thorough IPB. Such oversights in
turn result in an IPB with insufficient detail to accurately base
mission planning.
Similarly, saxe recurring shortfalls exist with regard to
the threat analysis a d integration. To develop accurate
templates, the S-2 must have a sound technical knowledge of the
enemy. Yet, like the S-2s in Grenada, m y lack an in-depth of
knowledge of non-Soviet enemy doctrines. This shortfall is
critical because non-Soviet forces are the units light divisions
will most likely be deployed against .8

Lacking this technical

knowledge, some S-2s have difficulty developing effective event
tenplates, which in turn results in incorrectly chosen NAIs and
misdirected reconnaissance.
Even more fundamental to the IPB process than these
shortfalls on the resolution of terrain and threat analysis is
c m d e r and staff involvement. Nonetheless, a c m n l y noted
JRTC problem is the lack of staff integration in the IPB process.
IPB must be an integrated staff planning effort. This is
particularly critical with an inexperienced 5-2 who does not fully
understand the needs of the supported c o m ~ n d e r s . ~The
~
cmders

and the staffs tend to view the process as a purely

S-2 task. 8y failing to identify their intelligence requirements
to the S-2, the intelligence officer is unable to tailor the IPB
to answer the specific needs of the supported c m d e r s and
staff.

A

ccxnposite of the problems listed above is vague

intelligence estimates. This shortcoming is c m n to at least
one third of the light infantry battalions training at JRTC, and
as we noted earlier was characteristic of both Vietnam and Grenada
IPB."

A JRTC paper notes,

The estimates which are produced are generally
accurate in their depiction of what the opposing
c m d e r is trying to do. However, the estimates never
provide the detail the c m d e r s really need to focus their
efforts. A typical estimate will place an enemy company
operating in a particular area. That estimte will not
indicate where that cnrmander is placing his platoon and
what missions they are given, where the most likely
locations for the C2 ele~entis, where the supply routes or
key nodes (LZs,caches, etc.) are, or eve2 what terrain or
other area features are key to the enemy c m d e r ' s
mission. This problen is the same at every echelon.25
When IPE is done in partial or total isolation from the rest of
the staff, it does not provide the foundation for the OPLAN as
doctrine requires.
Even when detailed IPB is developed in conjunction with the
cnrmander and staff, it frequently is not kept continuously
updated throughout the operation. When this occurs, the 5-2 can
not maxinize the unit's reconnaissance and surveillance resources
to s~pportthe c m d e r ' s intent. JRTC observer controllers note
t h t t h k is exacerbated by a staff isolation which tends to set
in after the first 48 hours. The focus on the current battle,
combined with fatigue a d stress reduces staff integration. As
the cnrmander and the 5-3 begin doing more in :isolation, the staff
is less able to assist because they lose their vision of what the
cmander wants ."
-.

rlnaliy, the

I39

process is frequently flawed because the
29

S-2 is often the only individual with a complete understanding of

the process and the products. Additionally, he often fails to
develop precise IFB graphics. This creates difficulty in 24 hour
operations and increases the complexity of the BICC or S-2 NCOIC
in updatins the IFB and in managing the reconnaissance and
surveillance effort.
Without accurate IPB, management of the light infantry
battalion's reconnaissance and surveillance effort will be
ineffective. Frequently cited short ccsnings include insufficient
staff integration, inadequate detail and failure to keep it
updated. For these reasons and its recognized criticality, IPB
continues to an area identified by m y JRTC experienced
battalion c m d e r s as a "most important" task foi senior leaders
to train their units on."
Like IPB, the c m d e r must also be involved in the
identification of priority intelligence requirements. These are
essential to focus the battalion's reconnaissance and surveillance
assets. JRTC experience has shown that although PIRs and IRs are
identified, routine shortcorings exist in the process. At JRTC,
25% of units have PIRs that do not relate to the tactical plan,

while 33% of units identify PIRs that do not address the
c m d e r ' s expressed priorities."
prioritize their PI%,

Similarly, some units fail to

fail to concentrate them on the battalion's

main effort, and forget to update than as the mission progresses.
Key to avoiding

of these problem is ensuring that the

c ~ m ~ n d e rnot
, just the 5 - 2 , is involved in this process. When

the c o m d e r is not closely tied in, valuable collection assets
may be wasted against targets that do not provide information
critical to the operation. Selection of PIRs is at the heart of a
unit's reconnaissance and surveillance plan, and as such is too
critical for the cmander to delegate.
Once tine 5-2 develops his IPB, which yields NAIs, and
identifies the c m d e r ' s PIRs, he is ready to formulate a
reconnaissance and surveillance plan. The complexity of
synchronizing the e.nployment of a limited number of surveillance
assets against the high payoff targets, at the critical times,
nmndates the .ze of a reconnaissance and surveillance plan. The
importance of this plan is underscored by a JRTC observer who
notes that "a direct correlation between the Task Force's defeats
and lack of intelligence based on a well thought out
reconnaissance and surveillance plan clear1y existed."?
In spite of the acknowledged importance of the reconnaissance
and surveillance plan, light infantry battalions continue to
experience problem planning and managing their reconnaissance and
surveillance effort. Fundmental to this planning process is a
clear understading by the S-2 of the assets available to the
battalion-to include higher, lower, and attached. S-2s frequently
do not derstand the capabilities and limitations of these
resources, particularly GSRs and FLEMBASS. Thus, they are unable
to maximize the battalion's collection potential and under enploy
systems.
Another recurring plan~.ing problem is failing to use

established PI&,

IRs, and NAIs as the foundation for the

reconnaissance and surveillance plan. The plan should focus on
the NAIs and should attmpt to provide answers to the carmander
and staff's PI&

and IRs. When reconnaissance and surveillance

requirements are not prioritized and linked tightly to the
c m d e r ' s PI&,

information gathering often is wasted on low

priority areas, resulting in inadequate coverage of more critical
areas. This difficulty is experienced by 50% of the battalions at
tine JRTC who fail to allocate sufficient resources to obtain
needed information.'
Even when the initial reconnaissance and surveillance plan
does sufficiently resource the PIRs and NAIs, it frequently is not
updated as the situation changes. This results in valuable
reconnaissance assets being squandered looking for activity in the
wrong area. Or it may cause last minute reactive employment of
reconnaissance and surveillance systars, forcing them to give up
surveillance time for movement time as they attempt to reposition
to an adjusted area of interest.
One of the most fundamental difficulties in executing the
plan often stems from failure to synchronize it with the S-3 and
other staff officers. This can result in potential fratricide
situations as reconnaissance and surveillance systems operate
independently throughout the battalion sector. It also can cause
missed collection opportunities because potential assets are often
not tasked. In one such case noted by a JRTC observer controller,
"critical information could have been gathered by company patrols

had the companies sent them where the 5-2 knew someone should
",

1ook .'"'

Even when sufficient assets are employed, some S-2s do not
effectively focus them. What is often missing is the development
of specific information requirements which will answer the
comnander's PI&.

hen when this is done, reconnaissance and

surveillance assets do not always receive individual taskings from
the S-2, who directly targets their s y s t m on the identified
specific information requirements. Asset tasking can be refined
further by providing the collectors with an IPB briefing so that
they better understand why tiney are been tasked to acquire
specific information and how best to acquire it. This briefing is
routinely not done well, if done at all ."

Such a briefing is

especially important for attached reconnaissance and surveillance
assets and the scout platoon for "...IPB is the scouts road m p to

".

detecting eneny strengths and weaknesses.":

The reconnaissance and surveillance plan and its effective
management are critical elements in mximizing the light infantry
Sattaiion's ability to see the battlefield. But in spite of its
importance, it is frequently not developed and m a g e d
effectively. The most prevalent shortcomings include incomplete
understanding of asset capabilities, failure to focus on NAIs and
PIES, and insufficient updating and synchronization of the plan.
Even with a solid reconnaissance and surveillance plan,
challenges exist in employing assets in accordance with the
recornaissance fundamentals outlined at appendix 1. Most light

infantry battalions generally attempt to doctrinally employ
maximum reconnaissance forward. To optimize their reconnaissance,
the scout platoon with its limited size and mobility, must
normally be employed well forward. However, with only three scout
squads, the platoon may be augmented by infantry squads f r m a
line company to increase its coverage. Another technique often
used is to focus the scout platoon deep on the battalion's
objective while ccmpany patrols are targeted on close NAIs and
routes. In spite of a general trend to maximize reconnaissance
forward, problem remain with sane units under-employing their
valuable and limited scouts. JRTC observers continue to note such
malutilization as employing scouts for HHC details, mine clearing
missions, blocking position roles, and various combat mi~sions.~'
This combat role parallels the 173d's frequent use of their scout
platoons as maneuver elements. An associated problem which can
prevent maximum reconnaissance forward is a tendency by some
battalions to deploy the scouts late or to give them insufficient
time to effectively complete their mi~sion.'~
Similarly, REMBASS employment generally does not optimize
the system capability. The trend is frequently to deploy them
too close to the FLOT. This fails to maximize early warning time
available for the c-der

to exploit the threat situation.

Even when reconnaissance is forward deployed, some light
infantry battalions only orient their assets with general
objectives. In one such unfocused reconnaissance operation,
because of their lack of precise orientation, a unit's patrols

were described as more closely resembling a "terrain walk than

...

recon patrols".'6 The most c m o n employment issues stem from
difficulties in rapid, accurate information reporting. Although
"reporting is foundational to the intelligence system", spot
reports are often incomplete and frequently go unchallenged by the
receiving headquarters. ?iIn some cases, requests for missing
size, activity, location, unit, time and equipnent (SALUTE) data
by the tactical operation center would have yielded answers to the
ccstmander's PIX. Dphasizing the significance of this shortfall,
one JRTC observer controller stated that, "Reporting remains a
critical weakness in the battalion intelligence system.B $8
Cannmication challenges, particularly for the scout
platoon, further cmplicate the reporting process. The limited
range of the PRC-77 often requires the use of field expedient
directional antennas or relay via another platoon elanent or an
adjacent unit. Proficiency at such extended comnunication
techniques varies. Poor scout platoon comnunications frequently
reduce the flow of critical information to the battalion
com~nder. This equipment problem is highlighted by a recent
scout platoon leader survey in which 75% of the respondents
believed thac the platoon's cmmunication equipment was inadequate
to conduct effective reconnaissan~e.~~
Increased radio range, not
numbers of radios, is the issue. Complementing this belief a JXTC
observer controller stated, "Battalion Scouts need adequate
cmunication equipment ...FM radios are inadequate...,:m
Timely accurate infomation flow from the companies to the

battalion is also a problem which further exacerbates the
battalion comnander's attempts to see the battlefield. In one
such example, SALUTE reports from the companies were so poor that
"by the time the Task Force Ccmrander had a good picture of the
situation, the lead ccmpany was combat ineffective.101
The rapid passing of information also involves debriefing
patrols. A wide disparity has been noted in units' ability to
effectively debrief at both the battalion and cc~npanylevel .Ig2
When patrols are not rapidly and thoroughly debriefed, valuable
combat information, some of which m y answer a comnanders PIR,
remains unexploited. Because of the limited number of patrols
available to be generated by the light infantry battalion's small
scout platoon, it is essential that the S-2 sections become
proficient, and routinely conduct debriefings to maximize the
intelligence value of the battalion patrols.
While tine scout platoon and other reconnaissance and
surveillance assets must gain and maintain visual or electronic
contact with the enemy, they strive not to become decisively
engaged. In instances where the scouts are unable to rerain
stealthful and become decisively engaged, they are rapidly
attrited. In these situations, the battalions remain
significantly impaired in their ability to assess the battlefield
until they regenerate a reconnaissance element by employing
infantry units to pick up the scout platoon's missions.
Generally, battalion cnrmanders are pleased with the ability of
their scout platoons to gain and maintain contact with the enemy.

Tribute to this, a recent survey indicated that the ccsrmanders
believe their scout platoons normally find 66% of the enemy."'
Conversely, the demonstrated ability of the attached GSR
teams, to gain and maintain contact with the enemy is less
encouraging. One half of the light infantry battalions experience
problems employing their

GSRS .IG

And the THPs note many such

shortcanings due to poor camouflage, inprecise land navigation,

':

<.?

faulty leadership, and inadequate collection tasking.

These a1 1

reduce their ability to gain and mintain contact with the enemy.
Current trends in asset employment revea.1 that task forces
are not mximizing the capability of their reconnaissance and
surveil!m.ce

systems to see the eneny. Most significantly, assets

need to be more precisely oriented on critical recon objectives,
S-2s m t understand and fully exploit the capability of all task
force RSS assets, and reporting timeliness ad accuracy must be
increased.
As Guderian noted, the processing and dissdnation of this

c d a t information must be accurate and rapid :if it is to be of
any utility to the c o m d e r . The quality of analysis varies. It
appears, in large measure, to be directly related to the quality
of the personnel staffing the light infantry battalion's S-2
section. In sone cases so much of the analysis is personally done
by the S - 2 officer tkat when he is gone the effort virtually
stops."5 Similarly, when the 5-2 section begins to tire from the
strain of rigorous 24 hour operations, the qudity of analysis
often declines. This degradation can be reductd by a strictly

enforced sleep plan, but some units do not have or can not
impl-t

such a plan.
The most cckrmon criticism of the S-2's analysis is a

tendency to accept combat infomtion provided by reconnaissance
and surveillance assets at face value, rather than attempting to
confinn or deny it .Ia7

Thus, unanalyzed and possibly incorrect,

information is passed on by the S-2 and viewed by the receiving
nits as substantiated intelligence. Other less frequently noted
shortcomings in the analysis process include insufficient detail
and failure to update enmy order of battle data bases.ica
Lastly, the m i n g of the 5-2 section often has an impact
on the level of analysis and efficiency of the dissemination.
Although the billet authorizes an XI captain, 87% are filled by
lie~tenants.~' For the most part these "young, aggressive, but
inexperienced officers" have an insufficient "understanding of
reconnaissance skills, staff estimates and tactical
requirements."I"

Compounding the S-2 officer's inherent

professional imturity, the remainder of the section is often
u n d e m e d and staffed by inexperienced personnel .'I1

Thus,

insuring the proper staffing of his S-2 section is one of the most
significant contributions a c m d e r can make to maximize his
battalion's reconnaissance and surveillance effort. A
foundational requirement to the c m d e r ' s ability to "see the
battlefield" is a proficient 5-2 section.
CONCLUSION^

When the light task force c m d e r doctrinally enploys all

of his assets, he has the ability to effective'ly recon and surveil
the battlefield. However, to accomplish this, the S-2 must
develop a sound, IPB based collection plan, al:l reconnaissance and
surveillance assets must be employed to their ~ m x i m mpotential,
and reports must be timely and accurate. Today, gaps exist
between the reconnaissance and surveillance coverage a task force
com~ndercan have and what he routinely gets. Let's review
"why?" .
The intelligence preparation of the battlefield is the
cornerstone of effective reconnaissance and surveilla~ce. The
process is sound but the execution is poor. Generally, it is not
developed in an integrated staff effort and camanders are not
sufficiently involved. The XO, in his chief

0.E

staff role, should

more aggressively facilitate this process.
Once developed, the IPB, along with the comnander's PIRs,
must focus the reconnaissance and surveillance effort. Many light
infantry battalions are failing to sufficiently identify these
areas of concentration. Thus they squander finite assets looking
at nonessential targets.
Ehployment of the R&S assets must be directed by a
comprehensive reconnaissance and surveillance plan. These plans
often do not maximize the synergistic capability of the m y
available reconnaissance and surveillance assets. Lastly, the
S-2 must be more aggressive in the management of his

reconnaissance and surveillance plan. The scout platoons are
habitually over tasked while other assets are routinely under-

utilized.
Difficulties also exist in employing assets. The biggest such
shortcoming r a i n s timely accurate reporting. "80% of battalions
training at the JRTC, experience problems in this area."'''
Difficulties include both insufficient range of the scout
platoon's radios and failure to report using the SALUTE format.
Without timely, accurate combat information the frequently
undermanned and inexperienced S-2 section will be challenged to
effectively process and disseminate useful intelligence.

IMPLIcATLrnS
The officer personnel distribution for military intelligence
captains is unlikely to change in the foreseeable future. Thus,
most light infantry battalion S-2s will continue to be
lieutenants. This places increased responsibility on, battalion
S-3s, XOs, battalion comnanders, brigade S-2s, and division G-2s
to better develop the skills of these young officers in the field.
To do this, their IPB education must be very sound. IPB
curriculum at the Intelligence Officer Advanced Course, Comnand
and General Staff College, and P r e c m d Course should be
reviewed to insure that it will adequately prepare them for this
role.
Similarly, more task force training is needed with slice
elements such as REMBASS and GSR teams. Frequent training will
increase the understanding of these system's capabilities and
limitations to enhance the battalion reconnaissance and
surveillance effort.

Comnunications improvements are also necessary to enable the
S-2 to receive more timely accurate information. The organic
scout platoon radio needs addition range. This would preclude the
patrols from having to stop and erect directional antennas ,at
times, to report. Additionally, proper SALUTE reporting must be
stressed. Increased SALUTE report training, combined with strict
net control station discipline, will yield more detailed, accurate
ar~duseful combat infomation.
Lastly, even if all facets of the light task force
reconnaissance and surveillance system are operating perfectly,
the c m d e r ' s reaction time to adjust coverage renains tied to
foot mobile soldiers. The enemy will not always oblige and orient
himelf as doctrinally anticipated. Thus, in order to prevent
surprise, the c m d e r needs more flexibility to rapidly reorient
his reconnaissance and surveillance assets. Similarly, he must be
able to surveil more than just the most likely NAIs. The addition
of motorcycles to the scout platoon M E would provide enhanced
mobility giving the com~nderincreased recornaissance and
surveillance flexibility. Furthermore, the addition of a VLC UAV
system such as the Pointer, to the surveillance company of the
light military intelligence battalion or to the light infantry
battalion would provide the c m d e r with a quick reaction, wide
area coverage system. At key times, one such system could
potentially produce more conbat information than the rest of the
battalions reconnaissance and surveillance effort combined.
As General Wickham stated, the light infantry

...

"will take

mximum advantage of... high technology concepts..."'13

These are

two excellent examples of how currently available technology can
enhance the R&S capability of the light battalion.
From Sun Tzu to the present, enlightened military men have
recognized that reconnaissance and surveillance is a critical
factor in battlefield success. The process has evolved to become
more doctrinally systematic than in the past. But, even with the
addition of IPB and sophisticated reconnaissance and surveillance
equipment, the camnander's challenge remains the same. He
continues to collect and analyze information, to preclude surprise
and focus his combat power. Like J d n i , his theoretical
objective continues to be the attainment of "perfect information."
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